
~~
Trajan A.D.98-117

Severus (PACI AETERNAE)
A.D.193-211

~~

Valens (VRBS ROMA)A.D.364-378
Honorius (VIRTVS ROMANORVM)

A.D.393-423

"Half a dozen" Roman silver coins,
including one of Postumus (RERCVLI
DEVSONIENSI: A.D. 260-268)

There is no suggestion that either of
these finds represented hoard material.

Fragments of roofing-tile, inscribed
with the letters ALSB; this shortened
form of Ala Sebosiana also appeared on
a numbe~ of tile fragments recovered
during the 1973 excavations on the
Mitre Yard.

A coin of Domitian (81-96) at Highfield
(Quernmore Road); this is the second
Roman coin from this area (see
Contrebis 8, 77), whilst an RB
quernstone is known from the vicinity.
They provide growing evidence for some
form of settlement at Highfield.

The Diaries of the 18th century
antiquarian, the Revd. Stukeley, reveal
a number of discoveries in the 1750s
in unspecified places in Lancaster:

Four Roman silver coins:

during conversion of old school
premises to sheltered housing. This
area is !mown to have been the cemetery
of the Lancaster Friary. (See also
Article 3 in this issue).

Part of the base and bung-hole of an
earthern-ware cistern in 'Silverdale/
Arnside Ware' found in the vicarage
garden. 15th-16th century. Lancaster
Museum.

i)

ii)

Hi)

Lancaster

Lancaster

Lancaster

Two struck flakes of grey chert found
in allotment to east of village in
1968. Lancaster Museum 81.20.

Section of Anglo-Saxon cross-shaft
found built into an internal wall
at Halton Green Farm during
alterations. Details in this issue.

Flint core of Neo/B.A. date found in
cliff face between Chapel Hill and
Heysham Head.

The skeleton of a male of about forty
years of age was found approximately
8 feet below street level near the
corner of Friary Street and Sulyard
Street. Discovery made in August 1981

Leg of a bronze vessel (probably a
skillet) found 10 inches deep, 85 mm
in length. Medieval date.

Well preserved bronz~ Jews Harp. Late
medieval or post-medieval.

Lancaster

Heysham

Halton

Halton

Radiate coin of Claudius II (268-70)
found on northern slope. Very
corroded but reverse tentatively
identified as Pax.

Burrow Heights Fragment of the leg of a medieval
bronze vessel (probably a skillet).

BUI;'rowHeights

Aldcliffe

Aldcliffe

X Gazetteer by S. H. Penney

All finds in 1981 unless otherwise stated

Aldcliffe Elliptical bronze seal (36 max 21 mm)
of late medieval date found in October
1981. The reversed lettering in the
border cannot be deciphered; this
surrounds a crest comprising a half
moon device positioned between two
eight-pointed stars. A pierced
suspension tag is located on the
reverse.
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These Diary references are to be found

in Publications of the SUrtees Society
76 (1883), p. 245.
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